
Study area  
workshops –
Geelong
Select two workshops – one from ‘Workshop 1’  
and one from ‘Workshop 2’ – and register  
at deakin.edu.au/deakinspire 

Don’t miss out on your spot.

WORKSHOP 1 (SELECT ONE)

  Criminology careers 

  Experience journalism, digital media and public relations

  Controversies in criminal law 

   Exercise and sport science:  
learn from the #1 ranked sport science school in Australia

   Health sciences: learn how to solve health issues on a global scale 

  Design and construction: how they work together

   Environmental engineering:  
solve environmental challenges in an ever-changing future

  Guided mobile photography tour

  Study abroad at Deakin University 

  Take a campus tour 

WORKSHOP 2 (SELECT ONE)

  Design – what’s it like to be a designer?

  Health and physical education scavenger hunt 

  International studies and overseas experiences

  Find your inner marketer

  Sport Management: separate yourself from the crowd 

   Exercise and sport science:  
learn from the #1 ranked sport science school in Australia 

  Psychology: understanding the human mind 

  Explore a career in forensic science at our Crime Scene House 

   Preparing STEM students for the real world of work

  Check out our accommodation

  Take a campus tour 
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   Criminology careers
Learn what criminology is, what it isn’t and 
get an idea of the jobs a criminology degree 
can lead to. Hear about our popular combined 
degrees, listen to a current student’s future 
job prospects and find out where some of our 
graduates are working now.

   Design – what’s it like to be a designer? 
Follow a ‘day in the life of a designer’, view 
current design students work, and learn the 
difference between our three design courses – 
visual communication, digital technologies and 
3D animation.

    Experience journalism, digital media 
and public relations

Enter a crime scene at a company headquarters 
and be prepared to write a press release, do 
some live tweeting, or brief the public on the 
incident. This Bachelor of Communication 
workshop will also get you to gather the 
facts to write a newspaper article or TV news 
report, while learning more about careers in 
journalism, public relations and digital media. 
You’ll also pick up a few tips about operating  
the camera.

    Health and physical education 
scavenger hunt 

Get a taste of our Bachelor of Health and 
Physical Education by learning a game you 
could use as a PE teacher and find out what you 
will be qualified to teach after completing the 
course. You’ll also hear about the health and 
physical education welcome camp which many 
students rate as their best experience at Deakin.

    International studies and overseas 
experiences

Learn about opportunities to live and gain work 
experience overseas as part of the Bachelor 
of International Studies. Whether you’re keen 
to experience a study tour to the Middle East, 
intern with a government agency in Malaysia, or 
participate in an intensive Spanish language and 
homestay program in Peru, find out more about 
what we offer! 

  Controversies in criminal law 
Criminal law frequently throws up unusual cases 
that have no clear resolution. Be fascinated as 
we examine a prominent case and see how the 
law was used to deliver justice. See where a 
career in criminal law might take you.

  Find your inner marketer 
Learn how to think outside the box in this fun 
and interactive session that will explore trends 
and pop culture, the impact of digital and 
social media on consumers, and the techniques 
behind branding and public relations.

   Sport management: separate yourself 
from the crowd 

Hear from Deakin experts on how to succeed 
in the sports industry – both in Australia and 
overseas. Australia’s sports industry is valued 
at $12.8 billion with more than 130,000 
employees, so the competition is fierce. Find 
out how we can give you the necessary edge.

   Exercise and sport science: learn  
from the #1 ranked sport science  
school in Australia  

Step into the shoes of an exercise and sport 
science student at Deakin. See the state-of-the-
art facilities you will have access to and find 
out why we are ranked #1 in Australia for three 
years running.
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Select and register for two workshops at deakin.edu.au/deakinspire  
Don’t miss out on your spot.

    Health sciences: learn how to solve 
health issues on a global scale 

Address big-picture population health issues 
and learn how a degree in health sciences can 
equip you with the knowledge to help improve 
the health and wellbeing of individuals and 
communities around the world.

    Psychology: understanding the  
human mind 

Deakin’s experts from the School of Psychology 
will introduce you to the study of perception, 
memory, cognition and neuroscience in 
this fascinating workshop. Activities and 
demonstrations will illustrate how non-invasive 
brain stimulation can be used to subtly explore 
the human brain.

   Design and construction: how they work 
together

Explore how architects and construction 
managers work together by designing and 
constructing a tiny house. Learn about our 
unique combined degree and the career 
opportunities it will open up.

   Environmental engineering: solve 
environmental challenges in an ever-
changing future

What is an environmental engineer? How can 
you make a difference to our environment 
through science and engineering? See how this 
degree can help you forge a career dealing with 
global issues such as climate change, waste 
disposal, recycling, air and water pollution.

   Explore a career in forensic science at 
our Crime Scene House

Come and visit our innovative Crime Scene 
House where we teach our professionally 
accredited Bachelor of Forensic Science.  
Use critical thinking to work through the 
available evidence to help solve a murder,  
and find out what it’s really like to be a  
forensic scientist.

   Preparing STEM students for the real 
world of work

The Faculty of Science, Engineering and Built 
Environment (SEBE) prepares students to be job 
ready. This session answers parent and student 
questions about Work Integrated Learning, Peer 
Support Network and other programs designed 
to give STEM students confidence and a skill set 
for their future career. 

  Check out our accommodation
Find out about our modern accommodation 
options you have at Deakin and what it’s like  
to live on campus. Join us and be part of  
a diverse and close-knit community.  
And hey, zero commute! 

  Guided mobile photography tour
Be ready to embark on an interactive campus 
tour that involves photography and your mobile 
device. This session will help you take better 
photos on your phone or tablet and learn how 
to take advantage of editing apps to improve 
your images. (BYO smart phone / tablet with the 
Snapseed app preloaded – free and available 
across all platforms.) 

  Study abroad at Deakin University
Thinking about travelling overseas while 
studying? The Global Citizenship Program 
provides you with a range of international 
opportunities – through volunteering, exchange 
programs, internships and study tours. 

  Take a campus tour
Deakin is one of the largest universities in 
Australia, yet our campuses have a strong 
community feel and provide a supportive study 
environment. Learn just how easy it is to find 
your way around, make friends and get involved 
in campus activities.  
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Study area  
workshops –
Burwood
Select two workshops – one from ‘Workshop 1’  
and one from ‘Workshop 2’ – and register  
at deakin.edu.au/deakinspire 

Don’t miss out on your spot.

WORKSHOP 1 (SELECT ONE)

  Criminology careers 

  Design – what’s it like to be a designer?

   Experience journalism, digital media and 
public relations

  Controversies in criminal law 

  Find your inner marketer

   Sport management: separate yourself from 
the crowd

   Health sciences: learn how to solve health 
issues on a global scale 

   Nursing: experience hands-on skills  
in nursing 

   Nutrition: nourish your appetite to learn 
about food and health

  Psychology: understanding the human mind

  Engineering – begin at Burwood

  Ice-cream factory with liquid nitrogen 

  IT – experience the digital future 

  Check out our accommodation 

  Guided mobile photography tour

  Study abroad at Deakin University

  Take a campus tour 

WORKSHOP 2 (SELECT ONE)

  Film, television and animation

   Health and physical education  
scavenger hunt 

   International studies and overseas  
experiences 

  Controversies in criminal law 

  Find your inner marketer 

   Sport management: separate yourself from 
the crowd

   Exercise and Sport Science: Learn from the 
#1 ranked sport science school in Australia

   Health Sciences: learn how to solve health 
issues on a global scale

   Nutrition: nourish your appetite to learn 
about food and health

  Psychology: understanding the human mind

  Design a computer game 

  Engineering – begin at Burwood 

   Preparing STEM students for the 
real world of work

  Check out our accommodation

  Study abroad at Deakin University

  Take a campus tour
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   Health sciences: learn how to solve 
health issues on a global scale

Address big-picture population health issues 
and learn how a degree in health sciences can 
equip you with the knowledge to help improve 
the health and wellbeing of individuals and 
communities around the world.

   Nursing: experience hands-on skills  
in nursing

Experience a hands-on activity in our Clinical 
Simulation Centre and discover how our nursing 
students prepare for their futures in this 
fascinating simulated hospital environment.

   Nutrition: nourish your appetite to learn 
about food and health

In this hands-on workshop Deakin’s nutrition 
and sensory experts will demonstrate the skills 
our students learn throughout their degree. You 
will get to delve into the senses – in particular, 
taste and smell – and how these senses relate 
to how we experience food.

   Psychology: understanding the  
human mind 

Deakin’s experts from the School of Psychology 
will introduce you to the study of perception, 
memory, cognition and neuroscience in 
this fascinating workshop. Activities and 
demonstrations will illustrate how non-invasive 
brain stimulation can be used to subtly explore 
the human brain.

  Design a computer game
What are the elements involved in creating a 
game that is both fun and engaging for players? 
This interactive workshop will take you through 
the process of designing a simple but fun game.

  Engineering - begin at Burwood
Creativity and problem-solving skills are at the 
core of every field of engineering. Join us for 
some hands-on activities and hear how you can 
start your engineering degree at Burwood.

  Ice-cream factory with liquid nitrogen
Investigate the chemical characteristics  
and composition of ice-cream, as well as  
the opportunity to make your own using  
liquid nitrogen!

  IT - experience the digital future
Our Robotics and Internet of Things (RIOT Lab) 
is filled with the latest in computing robotics 
and cyber physical systems technologies. Get 
hands on and discover how IT professionals are 
designing, developing and creating an amazing 
digital future.

   Preparing STEM students for the real 
world of work

The Faculty of Science, Engineering and Built 
Environment (SEBE) prepares students to be job 
ready. This session answers parent and student 
questions about Work Integrated Learning, Peer 
Support Network and other programs designed 
to give STEM students confidence and a skill set 
for their future career. 

  Check out our accommodation
Find out about our modern accommodation 
options you have at Deakin and what it’s like 
to live on campus. Join us and be part of a 
diverse and close-knit community. And hey, zero 
commute! 

  Guided mobile photography tour
Be ready to embark on an interactive campus 
tour that involves photography and your mobile 
device. This session will help you take better 
photos on your phone or tablet and learn how 
to take advantage of editing apps to improve 
your images. (BYO smart phone / tablet with the 
Snapseed app preloaded – free and available 
across all platforms.)

  Study abroad at Deakin University
Thinking about travelling overseas while 
studying? Travel really does broaden your mind 
and our unique Global Citizenship Program 
provides you with a range of international 
opportunities – through volunteering, exchange 
programs, internships and study tours.

  Take a campus tour 
Deakin is one of the largest universities in 
Australia, yet our campuses have a strong 
community feel and provide a supportive study 
environment. Learn just how easy it is to find 
your way around, make friends and get involved 
in campus activities.
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  Criminology careers
Learn what criminology is, what it isn’t and 
get an idea of the jobs a criminology degree 
can lead to. Hear about our popular combined 
degrees, listen to a current student’s future 
job prospects and find out where some of our 
graduates are working now.

   Design – what’s it like to be a designer? 
Follow a ‘day in the life of a designer’, view 
current design students work, and learn the 
difference between our three design courses – 
visual communication, digital technologies and 
3D animation.

   Experience journalism, digital media  
and public relations

Enter a crime scene at a company headquarters 
and be prepared to write a press release,  
do some live tweeting, or brief the public on 
the incident. This Bachelor of Communication 
workshop will also get you to gather the 
facts to write a newspaper article or TV news 
report, while learning more about careers in 
journalism, public relations and digital media. 
You’ll also pick up a few tips about operating  
the camera.

   Film, television and animation
Enjoy a cinema experience in our TV studio, 
view student work from our Bachelor of Film, 
Television and Animation and hear a panel 
discussion about our exciting work experience 
program from a staff member and current 
student.

   Health and physical education  
scavenger hunt

Get a taste of our Bachelor of Health and 
Physical Education by learning a game you 
could use as a PE teacher and find out what you 
will be qualified to teach after completing the 
course. You’ll also hear about the health and 
physical education welcome camp which many 
students rate as their best experience at Deakin.

   International studies and overseas 
experiences

Learn about opportunities to live and gain work 
experience overseas as part of the Bachelor 
of International Studies. Whether you’re keen 
to experience a study tour to the Middle East, 
intern with a government agency in Malaysia, or 
participate in an intensive Spanish language and 
homestay program in Peru, find out more about 
what we offer! 

  Controversies in criminal law
Criminal law frequently throws up unusual cases 
that have no clear resolution. Be fascinated as 
we examine a prominent case and see how the 
law was used to deliver justice. See where a 
career in criminal law might take you.

  Find your inner marketer
Learn how to think outside the box in this fun 
and interactive session that will explore trends 
and pop culture, the impact of digital and 
social media on consumers, and the techniques 
behind branding and public relations.

  Sport management: separate yourself 
from the crowd

Hear from Deakin experts on how to succeed 
in the sports industry – both in Australia and 
overseas. Australia’s sports industry is valued 
at $12.8 billion with more than 130,000 
employees, so the competition is fierce. Find 
out how we can give you the necessary edge. 

   Exercise and Sport Science:  
learn from the #1 ranked sport science 
school in Australia

Step into the shoes of an exercise and sport 
science student at Deakin and find out why we 
are ranked #1 in Australia for 3 years running.

Study area workshops – Burwood

Select and register for two workshops at deakin.edu.au/deakinspire  
Don’t miss out on your spot.

http://deakin.edu.au/deakinspire

